[Clinical significance of detection of PML-RAR alpha fusion gene of APL during differentiation therapy with ATRA].
To characterize of the expression patterns of PML-RAR alpha fusion gene during differentiation therapy with ATRA. A "neated" RT/PCR was established and subsequently used to study on 74 Acute Promyelocytic Leukemia (APL). Two major isoforms (type S and L) were detected in leukemia cells from 44 novel patients with APL. 19 of 44 (43.2%) patients with type S isoforms were accompanied with poor prognosis. 15 cases were detected sequentially by the RT/PCR method for dynamic observation of MSD during postremission therapy with ATRA and chemotherapy alternatly. The positive rate was 46.7% in 6 months after CR, then the positive rate curve tended to down wards gradually from 33.5% (12 months after CR) to 26.7% (24 months after CR), 11.1% (36 months after CR), 8.3% on 48 months after CR. Other 30 cases of APL which are long-term survivals and received the same postremission program were detected by the RT/PCR method. The expression of the fusion gene reversed positivty in two cases on 56 and 60 months respectively, then both relapsed. One case was detected regularly once a year for 3 times. In another case, the fusion gene was detectable whoever was no any abnormal evidence in peripheral blood and bone marrow 26 cases were negative and had a long-term survival CCR of 47-114 months (medium 66). The detection of RT/PCR PML-RAR alpha fusion gene plays an important role in clinical diagnosis, evaluation of prognosis and prediction of relapse in APL.